Roadtrip Nation: At Your Fingertips  
Thursday, October 8 at 8 p.m.  
Megan, Sage and Devohne learn how to launch careers from professionals who have successfully carved unique niches into the growing field of computer science such as storytelling, gaming, science, education and more.

Al vs the Human Brain: The Final Showdown  
Saturday, October 24 at 9 p.m.  
From robots that diagnose illness, drive vehicles or perform skilled labor tasks, humans are now competing with machines in the workplace. Discover the current landscape of artificial intelligence technology and how it may evolve.

The Book Makers  
Saturday, October 24 at 8:00 p.m.  
What should books become in the digital age? From the esoteric world of book artists to the digital libraries of the Internet Archive, this film captures the painstaking pleasure of creating handcrafted books.

Positive All the Way  
Tuesday, October 6 at 9 p.m.  
Get inspired by the story of the Paralympic movement's recent revolution and its extraordinary founder, Sir Philip Craven.

Is Your Story Making You Sick?  
Thursday, October 8 at 9 p.m.  
Eight people from diverse backgrounds excavate their personal histories to uncover the roots of stress-related illnesses and find paths toward healing.

Orchestrating Change  
Saturday, October 10 at 8 p.m.  
New England's Me 2 Orchestra combats stigmas about mental illness, dispelling stereotypes and demonstrating what people with mental illness can accomplish while working together.

Re-evolution: Salud  
Wednesday, October 7 at 8 p.m.  
Might Cuba's unique management of health and agricultural resources provide solutions to global challenges?

Halloween Horror on UEN SciFi Friday  
Fridays at 9 p.m.  
Scary? Maybe. Hilarious? Often. Tune in each week this month for classic B-horror, then visit uen.org/tv/scifi for Science to go with the Show.

Ghosts of the Elysian Arms: Theater of the Mind  
Saturday, October 31 at 9 p.m.  
When Al Geery's Studebaker smashes into a Plymouth, he's surprised to come to unscathed. Follow him to a hotel where each room holds a spooky story. Along the way, peer into radio's Golden Age, where actors play multiple roles.

Midnight Tales in Shadow Wood: Theater of the Mind  
Saturday, October 31 at 8 p.m.  
Shiver at tales of urban legends and mysterious spirits as actors imulate radio's Golden Age, playing multiple roles and performing sound effects before vintage microphones.